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Thereâ€™s a lot of recent debate regarding options trading, and more specifically, whether or not

traders can successfully achieve positive results and generate a profit within the first 48 hours of

trading. Some will tell you that itâ€™s a nearly impossible task, while others gladly explain their

personal 48-hour options trading success. So, what separates the beginner traders who find

success within those first 48 hours from the beginners who donâ€™t? What backgrounds, skill sets,

proven techniques, and trading â€œsecretsâ€• allow them to excel over their trading competitors?

How do beginner options traders ensure every minute of their time spent trading in the stock and

options market is worthwhile, productive, and successful? During and after reading this book, you

will: â€¢ Learn about and develop the skills needed to excel as a beginner options trader. â€¢ Feel

more confident about trading in the fast-paced and competitive options arena. â€¢ Know how to take

advantage of profit-generating opportunities and how to resolve potential setbacks. â€¢ Become a

more knowledgeable beginner trader, equipped with the skills needed to achieve success in just 48

hours.
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A good review for option trading, This is a great understanding of engaging trading stocks. This

book give a complete details and a better understanding of business.This book is very informative

and itâ€™s have many good strategies which can help us to get the maximum profit from our stock

trading.I loved the authors style because it is easy to follow and the entire book is very practical and

zeros-in on options trading for profit maximization.This is very essential book, I highly recommend



this book especially to beginners.

i've been researching options trading recently and there are a lot of books out there. this is definitely

one of the more informative books that successfully answers a few of my basic questions. I'm very

novice at things such as this so many of my questions require much detail before i understand

clearly.The author points out that though we have some long term investment goals. we should

keep our prospects with much focus on present moment and immediate future. This is very practical

advice.There are a lot of points to consider, so it can be confusing for beginners. Stuff like Opsym,

bid points ask points, extrinsic bids, volume and open interest can seem like foreign language if you

aren't used to this investment world. However the author of this book was diligent enough to explain

each of these points clearly and much more throughout the book as he tells you which to pay

attention to at which time.I have more research to do but this book was a good start.

My friends tell me the Options Trading is where the big bucks are at but I have practically zero

background in stocks and finance. This book made me feel much smarter. For most people when

they hear Option trading it requires money at the same time one has to have a very rigorous amount

of knowledge, research and time that you have to do which is true. In this book, It will show you the

fundamentals of Options Trading and being aware that common people can try options trading as

their passive income. After reading this book I am persuaded and motivated by it so I can try to go

into options market but I need to research first before I hop in the bandwagon of trading as per

advice on this book. So if you want to try options trading like me, You have to read this book first for

you to gain more confidence and enthusiasm to have a fix choice to get into trading.

In this book you will learn how to perform deep, insightful stock market research and get pointers

about the most valuable sources of information, where to find them, and what to look for. Find out

where to locate vital information about stocks and companies, as well as methods of analysis.I have

also learned about how to perform insightful stock market research. Before reading this book I

thought that it was difficult to plan out and I shared my problem with my cousin. He suggested me

about this book. That is why I purchased this book.It is full of great tips and advice and how and

where to invest my money when it comes to stocks. I wish the text size was a little larger, but overall

a fantastic book full of powerful details. This book has great pointers on how to start and where to

start investing your money wisely for your future.



This book provides the basic information needed for starting an investment in trading options. It

initially provides relevant ideas that will help us actively and knowledgeably pursue profit generation

within 48 hours. This book also has a brief preview regarding long-term options and opportunities as

an option trader so that we will be able to move forward and continue the run as we have success in

the short-term. Now all I need to do is master the foundations of options trading - what it is, the

environment we need to work in, the strategies and techniques, etc. Great job on this book as it

gives me the enthusiasm on investing in this kind of trade.

The author has written the definitive work on trading options. Authorâ€™s in-depth knowledge of this

subject is legendary among industry professionals and expert traders alike, and their ability to relay

their knowledge through text, pictures, and the spoken word is unparalleled in our industry. The

book paid for itself, after reading I got wealth of information and was able to adjust my strategies

and view points for taking positions in options trading. It is very well written easy to read, and

specifies conditions when one should take option positions and on what side.

I have taken in numerous helpful data from this book.This book gives a strong establishment to

exchanging choices, including a prologue to fundamental choices wording, a careful clarification on

how choices are exchanged, and particular exchanging techniques.This book gave only the perfect

measure of points of interest that each tenderfoot like me can without much of a stretch handle.You

can learn here the regulated procedure to ace the establishment of alternative exchanging.This

book is truly one of the clearest discourse about alternatives exchanging.

This book is a great starting point to get a general understanding of option trading.It breaks it all

down for you so that you know exactly what you are needing to do. It's pretty much written in the

simplest form possible for those that are new to trading or wanting to see how it works starting out.It

is written for people who have little or no knowledge of the subject but want to learn and then try

their first few trades. It explains what options trading is, why we have options trading and why each

option has it's unique price.
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